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1 Introduction

Innovation can be defined simply as “a new idea, method, or device” (Merriam-Webster

online dictionary, no date1). Conceptually it is related to invention. Yet, there is an

important difference: An innovation always requires a possible practical implementa-

tion posing value in a market or within society. Following this definition, a successful

innovation implies an improvement for at least some individuals and is generally asso-

ciated with economic and societal progress. Hence, facilitating and thereby boosting

innovation is high up on the political agendas in most countries with developed market

economies and topic of many debates, political agendas and strategy papers. While the

approaches to promote innovativeness differ between these countries, they commonly

rely on a system of patents and intellectual property (IP) to protect innovators from

the imitation of their advancements by others.

A patent has two main characteristics: First, it requires the patentee to publish

all information relevant for the understanding and replication of an innovation by a

specialist “skilled in the art” (European Patent Office, no date2). Second, the patent, in

turn, rewards the patentee with the exclusive right to use the innovation for a limited

amount of time.

According to the classical rationale of a patent system, knowledge leading to innova-

tions is a non-rivalrous and non-excludable public good. As providers cannot reap all of

the good’s benefits, this public good generally suffers from underprovision. If inventors

cannot protect their discoveries from competitors appropriating parts of their profits

via patents or IP, they will refrain from socially valuable innovations because the costs

of research and development (R&D) exceed their private profit from the innovation.

Another frequent argument for patents is that they facilitate the diffusion of know-

ledge which would otherwise be kept secret. It contradicts the first argument by imply-

ing that the knowledge underlying innovations constitutes an excludable good instead.

In this scenario, secrecy may be harmful, because it compromises the possible benefits

from the non-rivalry of the good. Keeping knowledge secret protects the innovator from

imitation, but may lead to socially wasteful replications of R&D effort and prevents its
1Retrieved 2018/07/19
2Retrieved 2018/07/20
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use for future innovations by other inventors.

Whether knowledge underlying an innovation is excludable or not depends on its

nature and the publication requirements of the industry it belongs to. Depending on

how well innovators can hide their knowledge, a patent system has one of two purposes:

in environments in which knowledge is non-excludable its main goal is to ex ante in-

centivise the providers of innovations. They are to undertake all innovative efforts for

which the social benefit of the innovation exceeds their private cost. In contrast, in

environments in which knowledge is excludable its aim is to ex post incentivise innov-

ators. Here they are to publish their private knowledge, which is potentially useful for

future innovators.

Patents have received a lot of criticism from economic scholars. They have raised

questions about the practical severity of the problems patents are designed to solve. Ad-

ditionally, various negative implications of patents may overcompensate their benefits.

It is striking that the most innovative industries of the last few decades, like computers,

software and semiconductors, are characterised by low patent protection and relatively

few patent registrations (Bessen & Maskin, 2009, p. 611). Furthermore, it appears

that new, highly innovative industries are hardly ever characterised by broad patent

protection and only seek protection once growth slows down and the industry matures

(Boldrin & Levine, 2013, p. 11). Engel & Kleine (2015) find, using a lab experiment,

that the prospect of one’s innovation being copied by an imitator does not result in

fewer incentives to invest into R&D. Finally, historical empirical evidence from data on

countries’ exhibitions at world fairs presented by Lerner (2002, 2009) and Moser (2005,

2013) suggests that in countries with a patent system, the majority of innovations are

initially not patented and that secrecy rather than patent protection has usually been

used to protect them against imitation. Their evidence suggests that countries without

patent systems have produced as many innovations of comparable quality during some

periods of time.

In addition to the criticism of the severity of the problems patents address, studies

have identified several negative side effects of patents: Shapiro (2000) describes that

large enterprises use patents to build a “patent thicket” to deter possible new compet-
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itors from entering the market. Also, in addition to not stirring innovation in some of

the industries mentioned above, patents protect the rents of ageing companies, relieving

them from the pressure and necessity to innovate once more or otherwise disappear.

Finally, when innovation is regarded as a cumulative rather than a singular process,

patents may deter second-generation innovations whose additional surplus exceeds its

cost (Scotchmer, 1991 and Green & Scotchmer, 1995).

Within the economic literature, patents have long been regarded as the “self-evident

solution to the incentive problem” (see Menell & Scotchmer, 2007, p. 1477) , although

their defects have been criticised heavily already in the 19th century (see Machlup

& Penrose, 1950) and ever since (see e.g. Boldrin and Levine, 2013). The positive

perception of patents may have to do with the current standard model of innovation: the

knowledge production function model, originating from work by William D. Nordhaus

(1969). It models innovation as a probabilistic process in which success is predominantly

determined by the resources invested into R&D. This implicitly assumes that investment

opportunities are public knowledge and that any inventor could potentially innovate and

fill a profitable market niche.

Starting in the 1980s, several authors developed a body of literature on a different

concept of innovation. In the ideas model, primarily developed by Suzanne Scotch-

mer and her co-authors (see Erkal, 2017 and O’Donoghue, Scotchmer & Thisse, 1998),

innovation requires both a decision to invest and an idea to invest in. This concept

introduces heterogeneity between innovators, because ideas are unique and can only be

realised by the firm owning it. In a knowledge production function framework innova-

tions are indistinguishable from ideas. Hence, the social planner’s problem is reduced

to deciding which innovations to invest in. In an ideas framework, however, innovation

opportunities appear randomly. When there is no way of knowing which opportunities

may become available in the future, the planner’s problem is altogether different. It

appears reasonable to believe that the best “solution to the incentive problem” depends

on how innovation is perceived and modelled. A knowledge production function frame-

work is useful to model large, non-complex industries3 in which research is conducted
3In a non-complex industry in this sense all major components and means of production are known

by all relevant players.
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in large R&D departments (see Maurer, 2017, p. 129). For more complex or smaller in-

dustries, characterised by a vast range within which innovations are possible, the ideas

framework is more appropriate. The environment within which we will test the effect

of patents is of the latter described type.

Research Question & Method

The aim of the research project laid out in this thesis is to empirically test the influence

of patents on the innovation behaviour of people conducting research and generating

knowledge. More specifically, we are interested in the effect of patents on the creative

process of innovation. For this endeavour, we choose a controlled laboratory experi-

ment as our method. In contrast to naturally occurring data, this allows us to create

counterfactual situations like the presence and absence of a patent system in an oth-

erwise identical environment. Further, we can control all factors that may influence

the research behaviour or its outcome. We will either fully randomise or keep them

constant between observations.

Our focus on the innovative process implies a question that is different from most

existing experimental studies on the effect of patents (see Section 2 for more inform-

ation). These usually explore the decision to invest into research and development4

and not the research process itself. In our experiment, subjects perform a creative real

effort task, which we argue has a lot in common with actual research in companies and

R&D departments. Participants have pecuniary interests to research, but command a

fixed budget and face no marginal cost, apart from the opportunity cost, of research-

ing a certain idea. This allows us to attribute much of the differences in performance

to varying quality and originality of research, while keeping the average quantity at a

steady level.5

We are interested in two different dimensions of research: (1) its profitability for the

researching agents and (2) the extent or the breadth of the innovations it produces. The

first dimension is of interest because profitability will have an effect on research budgets

in a dynamic setting. We will measure it by the money our subjects earn during the
4Within those, R&D yields an innovation with a positive probability, increasing in the amount

invested
5This is comparable to the study by Laske & Schröder (2017), who measure the impact of incentives

on creativity along the three dimensions quantity, quality and originality.
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experiment. The second dimension enables us to compare the amount of knowledge

that has been generated through research. To represent it, we will capture all research

that has been successfully conducted, ignoring whether and how much profit it has

generated for the agents. In other words, this measure will represent how much the

researchers were able to find out and reveal about the given research subject. We refer

to measures for both dimensions of research as performance.

Our hypotheses, which will be specified in a more clear-cut manner in Section 3.5,

after the experimental design has been described, are the following:

1. We expect the amount of patents being filed to be greater in environments in which

research findings by other researchers are easy to comprehend and reproduce

(knowledge is non-excludable). This means that we expect fewer patents to be

filed in environments within which the publication of information through patents

has greater value to other researchers.

2. Within environments in which research findings by other researchers are difficult

to comprehend (knowledge is excludable) we expect performance to be better

when patents are available, because they publish and spread information which

may be valuable to other researchers.

3. Within environments in which research findings by other researchers are relatively

easy to comprehend (knowledge is non-excludable) we expect performance to be

independent of the availability of patents, because the information they publish

and spread is hardly more valuable to other researchers than the information from

unprotected research findings. In addition, we do not expect the possibility to

protect innovations to affect researchers’ behaviour.

2 Related Literature

Most theoretical and experimental contributions in microeconomics on patents in the

last 30 years can be ascribed to the literature on patent races, originating from work

by Harris & Vickers (1985a,b, 1987). Patent races are characterised by two or more

inventors competing for the prize of obtaining a patent. The process of gradual im-
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provement and innovation is generally represented by a knowledge production function

mechanism, in which competitors invest resources into R&D and thereby increase the

probability with which they advance in the race. This literature allows to study the

effect of patents on the quantity of investment into R&D, but we are instead interested

in their effect on the quality of research.

Our experiment instead adds to a small literature in innovation research using real

effort tasks in laboratory experiments to test the effect of different policies on innovation

behaviour (see Brüggemann & Bizer, 2016, for a recent overview). All of the studies

within this literature involve some degree of effort, creativity and/or ability, which we

argue are the driving forces behind research and actual innovation behaviour.

Buchanan & Wilson (2014) let their subjects choose between effortlessly produ-

cing a rivalrous standard good and a real effort search task resulting in non-rivalrous

knowledge goods. They test their subjects’ behaviour under the condition that their

knowledge is protected (patent or IP treatment) and when generated knowledge can be

copied, used and resold by other subjects (no patent treatment). The results show that

knowledge creators’ profit is higher under protection and that copying is common when

discoveries are not protected. Nevertheless, the authors find that patent protection does

not spur innovativeness and that instead individual entrepreneurship is more important

for generating wealth from discoveries. Although this study involves a stylised research

task, it focuses on subjects’ decision to enter it and not primarily on their reaction to

it.

Meloso et al. (2009) model the innovative process as finding the most valuable

combination of input factors to achieve a fixed goal and test subjects’ performance under

two conditions: in the first treatment, the patent treatment, subjects may patent input

factors and thereby secure the exclusive right to use them. In the second treatment, the

market treatment, subjects can buy shares of different factors instead, which increase in

value when they are used by others. The authors find that the “market system” performs

better than the “patent system”. In this study again, subjects do perform an interesting

stylised research task, but are under the market system additionally entrusted with a

task, which we argue is alien to most real-world researchers.

Buccafusco & Sprigman (2010) require their subjects to write poems and thereafter
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establish a market for them. They find that, depending on the system of intellectual

property that was chosen, preferences of “innovators” (the writers of the poems), owners

and buyers differ substantially. Intellectual property awarded to “innovators” results in

a substantial endowment effect, which negatively impacts the propensity to trade. The

task chosen by these authors is the most creative we know of so far, but inherently lacks

control: it appears to be impossible to rank poems objectively and thereby assess their

quality in a way that is more representative than the “tastes” of the participants. The

authors state awareness of this problem, but do not present a solution to solve it.

In Dimmig & Erlei (2012) the authors ask subjects to invest into researching points

on a large two-dimensional grid, which has an unknown, continuous third dimension

to it, determining the payoff associated with the specific point on the grid. They test

subjects’ behaviour under different systems of intellectual property and find that the

introduction of patents has only a minor impact on R&D behaviour. Their design

equips the authors with the ability to evaluate what payoffs would have been possible

for all contingencies, but involves an investment decision about the extent of R&D as

in the patent race literature and little creativity.

Our design is partially motivated by the findings in a study by Brüggemann et al.

(2016), using a task first presented in Crosetto (2010). In it, innovative behaviour

is simulated by an activity based upon the board game Scrabble. Subjects possess

letters and can earn points by forming new words or extending old ones. Therefore,

the creation of a new word, and possibly also the extension of old ones, generates

positive spillover effects for other subjects. The authors compare an open-source to

an intellectual property treatment, in which innovating subjects can decide on a fixed

share to be paid to them upon use of their original word. They find that welfare is

greater in the open-source treatment. We find that this design incorporates many of

the features we want within our own experiment, but criticise that it assumes that

unprotected innovations are immediately obvious to other subjects and can be used

effortlessly. This may be realistic in some settings, but we argue that in most cases

at least some degree of reverse engineering will be necessary to comprehend another

innovator’s invention.
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3 Experimental Design

In the following sections we will present our experimental design, which is motivated

by the considerations in Section 1 and the perceived shortcomings and open questions

from the studies presented in Section 2.

3.1 The Task

Our aim is to design a task which shares many features with research as we expect it to

take place within firms who compete in a market with other similar companies. These

features are:

1. There is a vast amount of research opportunities resulting in an innovation, but

the number of possible innovations is relatively small in comparison to the total

number of research opportunities

2. Both successful and unsuccessful research has a positive effect on future research

success

3. Basic research indicates where more sophisticated research may be successful

4. There is a fixed budget for R&D, meaning that there is no marginal cost of

research

5. Continued research is necessary, because the value of earlier innovations declines

6. More sophisticated and risky research yields higher profit

7. Observation of other companies’ research activities may have a positive effect on

research success

8. Observation of other companies’ activities can be more or less difficult, depending

on the sector the companies are in

9. Unprotected innovations may be copied by other companies, resulting in lower

profit for the developing firm

10. Patents prevent other companies from copying innovations and propagate possibly

useful information
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11. Companies are heterogeneous and differ in the value they derive from an innova-

tion

12. Research involves random valuable discoveries and by-products

Our design explicitly does not incorporate a cumulative element in the sense that one

innovation depends on the successful development of another.

The task is performed over 50 periods of 60 seconds each. There are three dif-

ferent sub-tasks to which time can be dedicated: (1) research of valuable words, (2)

exploitation of valuable words and (3) observation of other participants ’ exploitations.

Research of valuable words

At the beginning of the experiment this is the only useful sub-task. Subjects are

instructed that they will be able to earn money through the exploitation of valuable

words, which they need to find (or “research”) first. Valuable words, they learn, are all

words appearing within a couple of preselected newspaper articles, all written about

the same topic (compare to Feature 1 above). Subjects are informed that the topic was

popular in the news within the last few months. At the beginning of the experiment this

is all information the subjects possess with respect to the words that may be valuable.

In a next step, they are informed that in each period they will have the possibility

to research up to five strings of letters (Feature 4). From the researching of a string

the subject learns how often it appears as a word within the articles and how often

it appears as a substring of a longer word in the articles (Feature 2 & 3). We frame

and consider each input by a subject as research. Research of strings that appear as

words in the underlying articles are considered as successful research and research of

strings that are either only part of a longer word or not included in any word at all as

unsuccessful research.

After each round, subjects make a chance discovery, represented by a four-letter

string, cut out from the original articles at random. This discovery, which is different for

each member in a group6, captures random discoveries and by-products that occur as an
6We decide to vary them within groups but keep them constant between groups in order to rule out

any undesired influence on the difficulty of the task between treatments.
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artifact of research (Feature 12). The discoveries vary substantially in the information

they carry with respect to valuable words in the articles. We expect them to often be

useless, but to sometimes serve as a lead and thereby facilitate the search for valuable

words and increase the diversity in the collection of words being researched.

Exploitation of valuable words

Subjects are informed that in order to earn points7 they need to exploit the valuable

words they have found. In each period they can exploit a maximum of three of their

successfully researched words. It is possible to exploit the same word in many periods,

but the points one receives diminish with every exploitation (Feature 5).

Every successfully researched word is associated with a Basevalue, which increases

in the number of letters it comprises of (Feature 6). Every subject possesses five so-

called pet-letters, which are counted as three letters in the calculation of the Basevalue

(Feature 11). The actual Value of a word, which is equal to the points one receives

from its exploitation, depends on its Basevalue and two more factors, which will be

explained in Section 3.2.

There are three distinct modes of exploitation: subjects can merely exploit a word,

exploit and publish it or exploit it with a patent application. Words exploited under these

different variants immediately yield the same Value and differ only in the signal they

send to the other participants (this will be explained further in the next paragraph):

mere exploitation sends a noisy signal of the exploited word, while public exploitation

and exploitation with patent application sends a signal which is equal to the exploited

word (Feature 10).

Observation of other participants’ exploitations

Subjects are allocated into groups of four. They are aware of the fact that each of their

exploitations is observable by all other group members in the form of a signal and that

they will receive signals from the exploitations of their group members, respectively.

Even noisy signals may allow group members to learn the exploited word. Inference of

an exploited word from a signal can be valuable, because it may help to understand
7Points are converted into Euros according to a known exchange rate at the end of the experiment.
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what the common topic of the articles is (Feature 7) and enables the subject to research

and copy the exploited word (Feature 9). The act of inferring a word from a noisy signal

is what we call reverse engineering.

The selection process of the different topics and the associated articles is somewhat

arbitrary. We look for topics that are salient enough to be figured out eventually, but

not salient enough to be tried out already in the first couple of periods. For the articles

we select the first four to five articles from a web-search, originating from serious,

German newspapers.

The layout of the interface within which the information and tools for the three sub-

tasks are contained remains the same throughout the experiment, while the information

it contains gradually increase. Figure 1 displays several screenshots from a simulated

session. Whenever a round expires, the presently entered strings and selected words

are being researched and exploited, respectively. Then, the general interface is briefly

replaced by a window displaying the points gained in the last period and in all periods

combined. After a few seconds the interface reappears, appended by the information

from the last round.

Our design allows subjects to allot their time within any round to each of the three

sub-tasks above in the manner they desire, because all relevant information is displayed

on their computer screen at once.

3.2 The Value of a Word

The points a subject receives from the exploitation of a valuable word depend on three

factors: (1) its Basevalue, (2) the number of times the word has already been exploited

and (3) the number of subjects who are exploiting the word in the current period.

Basevalue

For each researched word or string subjects receive information about its Basevalue,

which is positive for all words appearing in the underlying articles and equal to zero

otherwise. The Basevalue of a word is equal to the points the researching subject

receives if he alone exploits it for the first time within his group. It depends only on the

11



(a) Empty screen at the beginning of the experiment. Comments added on the right side.

(b) Screen after several rounds. Comments added on the right side.

(c) Screen after even more rounds. (d) Informational screen, displayed after every
round.

Figure 1: Screenshots from a simulated session of the experiment

Lengthvalue of a word, determined by the number of letters and pet-letters it contains:

All non-pet-letters (NPL) have a value of one, while every pet-letter (PL) has a value

of three (Feature 11):

Lengthvalue = 1 ∗ count(NPL) + 3 ∗ count(PL)

For the function determining the Basevalue we choose a piecewise-linear function

with a slope that increases after every fifth integer step. This results in Basevalues

which are relatively low and similar for words with only few letters, while the marginal
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increase of this value associated with an additional letter is much more significant for

longer words. In order for subjects to have a high incentive to look for long words, we

choose the function determining the Basevalue in a way which rewards more “sophist-

icated” and risky research with significantly higher payoffs (Feature 6). We motivate

this feature of our design with the observation that in “real” markets companies with

exceptional innovations are very successful, while companies with mediocre innovations

make profits notwithstanding, but earn significantly less.

The advantage of a piecewise linear function in comparison to an exponential func-

tion is that it allows us to better control the Basevalues from words of different lengths

and also restricts the marginal increase associated with a letter added to already long

words. The slopes we choose are displayed in Table 1 and Figure 2. The Basevalues

are communicated to our subjects through Table 2 and Figure 2 without mention of a

formula or function underlying the values’ generation.

Table 1: Slopes of our piecewise-linear function determining the Basevalue

Lengthvalue 1-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25 > 26
marginal increase of the Basevalue 6/5 9/5 3 6 9 15

Table 2: Basevalue associated with words of different Lengthvalues (equal to “letters”).
English translation of how it was displayed in the instructions to our experiment. The
Basevalues are determined by the piecewise-linear function described above and roun-
ded to the closest integer value.
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Figure 2: Graph depicting the piecewise-linear function generating the Basevalues asso-
ciated with words of different Lengthvalues. English translation of how it was displayed
in the instructions to our experiment.

Repeated exploitation

Each secondary exploitation of a word supplies only a certain fraction of the points

associated with the former exploitation (Feature 5). Decisive for this Remaining Value

is the number of exploitations before the current round by any of the members of the

group.

For our purpose, we choose a depreciation value of 0.9 as a compromise between two

effects: On the one hand we want to encourage subjects to look for new innovations and

choose a rather high rate of depreciation, on the other, we want to sustain incentives

to copy other subjects’ words and therefore choose a rather low rate of depreciation.8

Exploitation by several group members

A word that is being exploited by more than one subject is less valuable to each subject

than if they exploited it exclusively (Feature 9). The sum of those values, however,

is greater than the value that only one exploiting subject would receive. From an

aggregate point of view it may therefore be optimal if valuable words are copied and

used by more than one subject.
8An observed exploitation by another subjects need to first be researched in the following period

before it can be exploited in the round after next. With our parameters, this means that even if a
noisy word is comprehended from the first signal, another subject can exploit it two rounds later at
the earliest, supplying maximally 81% of the original Basevalue (if the innovator exploits the word in
both rounds). This is a weakness of our design we are aware of but did not find a feasible adjustment
for.
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For our purpose, we choose the rule 2
n+1

to determine the share of points a subject

receives from the Remaining Value, given the number of subjects in his group exploiting

the same word in the same period (n). This relationship is captured in the following

table:

Table 3: Relationship between number of exploiting subjects and share of the Remaining
Value obtained.

Number of exploiting group members (n) 1 2 3 4
Share of points from Remaining Value 100% 67% 50% 40%

We call the points a subjects receives from the exploitation of a word the word’s

Value. All its determinants described above are summarised in the following formula:

V alue = Remaining V alue ∗ 2

n+ 1
= Basevalue ∗ 0.9count(exploited) ∗ 2

n+ 1

3.3 Different Treatments

With our design we aim to test the influence of patents on innovation behaviour. It

is therefore natural to vary the availability of patents and have a patent and a no

patent treatment, under otherwise equal conditions. We argue that the mere mentioning

of patents can influence the way the task is perceived and therefore decide to have

treatments in which patents are available at low cost and, arguably, prohibitively high

cost.9 We will nevertheless refer the to the different treatments as patent and no patent

treatment in what is to follow.

We choose patents to be relatively cheap compared to the Basevalue of valuable

words.10 The rationale for this decision involves a trade-off between the motive to see

many patents being filed and the necessity for a positive price, such that not all in-

novations are being patented. In three pretests we tested higher patent costs, reducing
9To deter subjects from filing patents we chose patents in the high cost treatment to be 50 times as

expensive as in the low cost treatment. Converted into Euros, this means that a patent in the low cost
treatment costs 10 cents, while it costs 5 Euros in the high cost treatment. Additionally, we implement
and inform the subjects about an additional constraint, requiring that the sum of all points, that could
hypothetically be reaped by exploiting the word exclusively until the end of the experiment, needs to
be greater than the patent cost for a patent application to be possible.

10As expensive as the expected payoff from the exploitation of a 10-letter word in a single period
and 25% of a 20-letter word. This may appear to be pricey at first glance, but words often contain
pet-letters, which are counted as 3 letters.
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them each time and eventually decided to reduce them once again for the main sessions.

As a second treatment variable we vary the noisiness of the signal associated with

simple exploitations. This is motivated by the argument laid out in Section 1, that the

extent to which the knowledge underlying an innovation is excludable depends on the

nature of the innovation and the industry to which it belongs (Feature 8). Depending

on the degree of excludability, the patent system’s main aim is to either incentivise

innovation before it is conducted (knowledge is non-excludable), or incentivise the dis-

closure of information of already found but not yet exploited innovations (knowledge

is excludable). The introduction of noisy signals addresses the perceived shortcoming

of the study by Brüggemann et al. (2016). We assume that at least some degree of

reverse engineering11 is necessary to retrace other companies’ innovations.

We choose a low noise (knowledge is hardly excludable) and a high noise (know-

ledge is generally excludable) environment. The practical difference between the two

settings lies in the signal resulting from normal exploitations: we vary the probability

with which a letter of the exploited word is replaced by another random letter12 in the

signal observable by all group members. This captures both the average difference in

excludability between settings and an element of randomness in the difficulty to reverse

engineer a word. Additionally, if a word is exploited over many rounds, this mechanism

generates a different signal in every round, making it easier for other subjects to reverse

engineer the exploited word. In the low noise environment each letter’s probability of

being replace by a random letter is 10%. This results in nearly all signals being imme-

diately telling about the valuable word underlying it. In the high noise environment

this probability is 50%. In self-experiments we found that we needed on average 4 sig-

nals to decipher the underlying word. This, and the expectation that not all subjects

took the time and effort to retrace and compare past signals indicate that in the high

noise environment valuable words are usually well concealed and protected from being

copied.

11We understand as reverse engineering the retracing of the underlying valuable word from a noisy
signal.

12The probability of which replacement-letter is being chosen is adjusted to the letters’ frequencies
in the underlying articles.
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Our four different treatments therefore are :

high cost low cost

high noise high noise - nopat high noise - pat

low noise low noise - nopat low noise - pat

To avoid propagation of the topic in the body of subjects, we use different underlying

articles for each session. In order to rule out possible effects from variations in difficulty

of the topic, we have one group from each treatment in each session.

3.4 Instructions

The instructions to the experiment comprise two parts. Part 1 is identical for all

subjects and handed out printed on paper. It explains the general concept underlying

the task and the relationship between a word’s length and the associated Value, making

use of Table 2, Figure 2 and several examples. Additionally, subjects learn from it about

the different possibilities to exploit a word and how points are being converted into

Euros at the end of the experiment. Part 2 is to be followed on the subject’s computer

screen and gradually reveals and explains the interface of the main experiment. It

explains in detail how the task described in Part 1 is to be performed practically and

allows the subjects to try out the different activities before the start of the experiment.

It also allows them to try out the signals that result from the exploitation of different

words, enabling them to learn how much their and their group members’ exploitations

will be concealed by noise. Part 2 is also nearly identical between subjects and varies

only in the stated parameters for patent costs, noise and the subject’s identifier within

the group, represented by a letter A, B, C or D.

The main experiment and Part 2 of the instructions are programmed in z-Tree

(Fischbacher, 2007). All instructions are given in German. An English translation of

Part 1 as well as commented screenshots from Part 2 can be found in the appendix of

this thesis.
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3.5 Hypotheses

In this section we refine our hypotheses from Section 1.

H1: Within the patent treatments, the amount of patents being filed is significantly

smaller in the high noise environment than in the low noise environment.

H1 follows from the expectation that subjects file patents for strategic reasons to avoid

copying by other subjects. Words exploited without patent application are relatively

easy to reverse engineer under low noise, but this is usually a lot more difficult under

high noise. Since patents are associated with a cost for the patentee, we expect subjects

to patent fewer words in high noise environments.

We find it immediately obvious that overall performance is significantly higher in

the low noise environments, because the signals from exploitation are more valuable

and create larger externalities. Therefore, with respect to performance, we compare

only patent and no patent treatments under the same degree of noise with another.

H2: Within the high noise environments, performance is strictly better in the patent

than in the no patent treatment.

In a high noise environment patents are valuable, because they publish and distribute

information which would otherwise remain private. We propose H2 under the auxiliary

hypothesis that there will nevertheless be a significant number of patents in high noise

environments.

H3: Within the low noise environments, performance does not differ between the patent

and the no patent treatments.

In a low noise environment patents loose most of their informational value. The inform-

ation they publish and distribute are usually easy to comprehend without them and

keeping others from copying valuable discoveries may even compromise performance.

Additionally, we do not expect that the available protection through patents, or its ab-

sence, will cause our subjects to perform the task more or less successfully. Therefore,

we propose H3.
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4 Main Results

The five sessions of the experiment were conducted within two days in June 2018 at the

Lakelab laboratory in Constance, Germany. All 80 subjects were students of different

fields of study at the University of Constance and have been selected and invited at

random from a large database of registered participants.

We find it essential to preclude leakage of the topic of the articles. Therefore, the

underlying topic and set of articles was different in every session. In order to account

for treatment effects due to varying difficulty between sessions, we had one group from

each treatment participating in every session. Consequentially, we have 20 general and

five independent observations per treatment. Within each treatment, every independent

observation stems from a different topic. Between treatments, however, the five different

topics are the same. This allows us to explore treatment differences between groups

working on the same underlying topic, facing the same degree of difficulty.

Sessions were scheduled for 105 minutes: The reading of all instructions required

20-25 minutes, while the main part of the experiment took just above 50 minutes of

time. Subjects earned a fixed payment of 6 Euros for participation in the experiment

and a performance fee, depending on their actions. We chose an exchange rate of 1

Euro for 150 points earned. The mean payout was 21.75 Euros, with the median being

19.65 Euros. The minimum payout was 8.40 Euros and the maximum 53.70 Euros.

Figure 3 displays the distribution of the payouts.

Figure 3: Histogram of payouts, in Euros.
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4.1 Descriptive Statistics

Our data is very rich, because it stems from three different sub-tasks, one of which was

creative. This section gives a first overview and mentions interesting patterns, which

will be revisited in later sections.

The longest word that has been researched by any of our subjects has 31 letters,

but is not included in the underlying articles. The longest successfully researched word

comprises of 26 letters and accounted for a Basevalue of 360 points (or 2.40 Euros in the

first round of exploitation). Figure 4 gives an overview on the length of the researched

words in general and the successfully researched words (innovations) in particular. We

find that, in accordance with Feature 6, more “sophisticated” and valuable research is

more risky and relatively less often successful. In addition we can see that the vast

amount of innovations comprises of 10 letters or less (87%), with only very few having

20 letters or more (0.4%).

(a) Distribution of words researched, including zoomed in area for long innovations

(b) Distribution of words successfully researched, including zoomed in area for long innov-
ations

Figure 4: Distributions of words researched and words found, by length

The length of an innovation is only one of the relevant components of subjects’ pay-

off. By shifting our attention to the Lengthvalue, which determines a word’s Basevalue,
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Figure 5: Distribution of words successfully researched, including zoomed in area for
long innovations; by Lengthvalue

we find that 68% of innovations have a Lengthvalue of 10 (resulting in a Basevalue of

15) or less. By contrast, 4.4% have a Lengthvalue of 20 (resulting in a Basevalue of 60)

and more (see Figure 5).

In order to obtain points from successfully researched words, subjects need to ex-

ploit the words they find. Figure 6a depicts the frequency with which words of different

Basevalues have been exploited. We find that 40% of all words exploited have a Base-

value of 15 or less, while 11% of exploitations have a Basevalue of 60 or more. However,

the Basevalue is decisive only for the points obtained from a word’s first exploitation.

In Figure 6b we see the same histogram for the Remaining Value, which accounts for a

word’s depreciation. Here we see that 60% of all exploitations actually yield 15 points

or less, while only 4% of exploitations award their users with 60 points or more.

From the preceding paragraphs we deduce that most successful research and sub-

sequent exploitations accrue in regions in which subjects earn only relatively few points.

However, there were 426 exploitations that resulted in at least 60 points (equal to 0.4

Euros) and 38 exploitations resulting in 150 points (equal to 1.0 Euro) and more. One

of these very valuable exploitations usually results in discounted, but still very valu-

able exploitations by the same subject in the next rounds. This partially explains the

observation of subjects earning significantly more than their peers.

We are interested in two different dimensions of research: its profitability and how

much knowledge it generates. Our aim is to compare measures of these dimensions

between treatments. We use points earned, net of patent costs, as a measure for the

first dimension of research. We exclude patent costs, because we observe at least some
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(a) Frequency of exploitation of words with different Basevalues, including zoomed in area
for long innovations

(b) Frequency of exploitation of words with different Remaining Values, including zoomed
in area for long innovations

Figure 6: Frequency of exploitation; by Basevalue and Remaining Value

patent applications in the no patent treatments13, which significantly reduce the sub-

jects’ payout14. Figure 7 gives an overview on how the points earned are distributed

between the different treatments, on the subject and group level. There is noticeable

variation on the subject level, with some subjects appearing to earn significantly more

and others earning significantly less than their peers. We categorise subjects earning

less than 35% of the average points as “poor performers” and subjects earning more than

double the average points as “exceptional performers”.15 Table 4a gives an overview on

the differences between treatments in mean and median points earned and the appear-

ance of subjects in the aforementioned categories. The amount of “poor performers” is

notably higher in the patent treatments, while the prevalence of exceptional subjects

is higher in the low noise environments. We attribute the observation of exceptional
13Eight out of the nine subjects who filed a patent within these treatments made only a single patent

application. This gives reason to believe that it was done rather “to try out” patenting than to gain
profit from it.

14A patent in the no patent treatment costs 750 points, accounting for approximately 30% of the
average points earned net of patent costs in the no patent treatments.

15These arbitrary categories were chosen to flag the observations which appear to be outliers from
looking at Figure 7a.
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(a) Points earned by each subject. The
observations are not independent, because
subjects observe each other’s exploitations
within groups of four.

(b) Average points earned in each group (in-
dependent observations).

Figure 7: Points earned; by treatment

performance to individual characteristics like ability and luck rather than treatment

effects, because they cannot be explained by treatment-specific parameters such as the

number of patents or average performance within a group. A further indication against

treatment effects is that they accrue in similar size and numbers between treatments.

For poor performances, however, we do not have such an explanation. It was obvious

already during the sessions that at least some of the poor performing participants have

not completely understood the instructions16 and attribute the poor observation in the

high noise - pat treatment to this fact. It is not clear, however, whether the four poor

performances in the low noise - pat treatment should be treated as outlying observa-

tions. Although they are very poor in comparison to the average performance, they do

all appear grouped together and could therefore indicate a treatment effect. We will

account for this ambiguity in the following sections.

We represent the second dimension of research-performance, the knowledge it gener-

ates, by the sum of the Lengthvalues of all successfully researched words. This captures

all potentially useful knowledge that has been generated within a group. Figure 8
16Therefore, for a larger study we propose the introduction of control questions or a similar mech-

anism to test understanding of the task before the start of the main experiment.
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Table 4: Mean, median and standard deviation from the mean
(
mean/median

(std.dev.)

)
of all three

performance measures within a group (5 independent observations per treatment) and
appearance of categorised subjects for all four treatments.

(a) points earned

no patent patent

high noise
mean / median

(std. dev.)
2213 / 1855

(782)
2273 / 2539

(696)
poor 0/20 1/20

exceptional 1/20 1/20

low noise
mean / median

(std. dev.)
2865 / 2636

(727)
2417 / 2484

(892)
poor 0/20 4/20

exceptional 2/20 2/20

(b) knowledge generated

no patent patent

high noise
mean / median

(std. dev.)
371 / 368

(44)
389 / 378

(93)
poor 0/20 1/20

exceptional 0/20 0/20

low noise
mean / median

(std. dev.)
513 / 498

(62)
405 / 387
(111)

poor 0/20 0/20
exceptional 1/20 0/20

(c) original knowledge generated

no patent patent

high noise
mean / median

(std. dev.)
261 / 265

(41)
280 / 318

(68)
poor 0/20 0/20

exceptional 0/20 1/20

low noise
mean / median

(std. dev.)
304 / 300

(35)
278 / 293

(58)
poor 0/20 1/20

exceptional 0/20 0/20
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(a) All research (b) Only original research

Figure 8: Average knowledge generated within each group; by treatment

depicts the differences in this measure between groups and treatments, distinguishing

between only “original” research and all research. For the measure knowledge we sum

up the Lengthvalues of all innovations by all subjects within a group, thereby counting

duplicates and copies more than once. For original knowledge we sum up the Lengthval-

ues of all innovations within a group, counting duplicates and copies only once. We find

both measures to be of interest, since the successful replication of another researcher’s

discovery yields valuable information regarding the object of research.17 From looking

at the graph, we get the impression that the amount of successfully conducted research

is greater in the low noise environment, but that this difference shrinks when we con-

sider only “original” research. This supports our conjecture that subjects observe others’

exploitations and that more information disseminates when noise is low. It is not im-

mediately obvious whether the availability of patents positively affects the amount of

knowledge generated. We will return to this question in a later section.

We will now explore how many subjects find out what the topic of the articles is

by the end of the experiment. Although this is neither incentivised, nor necessary to

earn a significant payoff, we hypothesise that those with a better understanding of the
17Specifically, we refer to the certainty that another researcher’s exploitation has been correctly

deciphered and the information one obtains about the prevalence of the word within the article and
its appearance as a substring of a longer word.
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Table 5: Number of subjects knowing and reporting the underlying topic of the articles
at the end of the session; by treatment and session.

Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 Session 4 Session 5
∑

high noise no pat 0 (0) 0 (3) 0 (0) 1 (2) 2 (4) 3 (9)
pat 0 (1) 0 (4) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (3) 0 (8)

low noise no pat 0 (0) 0 (4) 0 (3) 0 (4) 1 (4) 1 (15)
pat 2 (4) 0 (2) 0 (0) 0 (4) 0 (4) 2 (14)∑

2 (5) 0 (13) 0 (3) 1 (10) 3 (15) 6 (46)
Note: The first number represents the subjects categorised as “mentioned topic”, the
number in parentheses refers to the subjects categorised as “mentioned related”.

topic on average receive higher payouts than those with less or no understanding. In

the post-experimental questionnaire we ask each subject about what they think the

shared topic of the articles is. We categorise those subjects who report one or more of

the keywords underlying the selection of the articles as “mentioned topic”. Those who

report something that is at least faintly related to the topic, we categorise as “mentioned

related”. Table 5 presents the prevalence of subjects within these categories. Only six

out of all 80 subjects report a keyword from the topic of the articles. This reflects that

our task is very difficult, but may also be due to the question not being incentivised.

The category “mentioned related” appears to be more suitable for analysis, since there

are 46 out 80 subjects within it. We find that being categorised as “mentioned related”

has a significantly positive effect on the points earned.18 We observe that the topics

from session 1 and 3 appear to be particularly difficult. Moreover, subjects from the

low noise environment report a related topic more regularly than those in the high

noise environment. This provides more support for our hypothesis that subject observe

each others’ exploitations. Within the two environments we do not find an immediate

difference between patent and no patent treatments.

In Table 6 we report the number of words copied from group members. We categorise

an exploitation as a copy, if a subject exploits the word for the first time but does not

receive the full Basevalue, because it has already been exploited by another subject in

an earlier round.19 As expected, we observe more than twice as many copies in the
18We deduce this from a linear regression of “mentioned related” on the points earned with clustered

standard errors at the group level. The coefficient of “mentioned related” is highly significant and has
a magnitude of over 1,000 points (approximately 7 Euros). See Table 12 in the appendix for more
information.

19This measure includes copying of which subjects are unaware and which occurs coincidentally, but
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Table 6: Words copied and exploited by group members; by session and treatment.

Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 Session 4 Session 5
∑

high noise no pat 27 15 27 17 20 106
pat 8 20 6 13 3 50

low noise no pat 19 36 37 55 43 190
pat 7 16 11 5 12 51∑

61 87 81 90 78 397

Table 7: Patent applications; by session and treatment.

Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 Session 4 Session 5
∑

high noise no pat 0 3 0 0 3 6
pat 5 28 17 14 24 88

low noise no pat 0 0 1 0 3 4
pat 33 18 19 26 18 114∑

38 49 37 40 48 212

no patent treatment when noise is high. In the low noise environment, subjects copy

nearly four times as many innovations in the no patent treatment. We conclude that

patents do deter copies and that signals in the high noise environment are useful20,

albeit on average less useful than less noisy signals.

4.2 Patents Being Filed

Table 7 depicts the occurrence of patents in our experiment. First of all, we note that

the amount of patents being filed in the patent treatments is similar between sessions

and varies between 37 and 46 patents. Figure 9 depicts the average patent applications

and copies by period in the patent treatments. The patterns are unsurprising: We

observe small peaks at the beginning, relatively little variance during the middle part

of the experiment, and less patent applications in the last rounds, when patents loose

much of their value.

Our strategy to deter patent applications in the no patent treatment leads to sig-

nificantly fewer patent applications, but did not prevent them altogether. Out of 40

participants within the no patent treatments, only nine ever filed a patent application,

with eight of these filing only one and the remaining subject filing two applications.

we expect most copies to be intentional, particularly because there appear to be treatment effects.
20By useful we mean that group members can reverse engineer them.
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(a) high noise (b) low noise

Figure 9: Average patent applications in the patent treatments; by period

(a) high noise (b) low noise

Figure 10: Average patent applications in the no patent treatments; by period

In Figure 10 we see when these patents have been filed. Additionally, it depicts the

amount of copies per period. In six out of the ten groups no patent has been filed,

in all others maximally three. We therefore argue that the propagation of valuable

information through patents has taken place to only a very small extent. Nevertheless,

thorough revision of this design feature is appropriate to prevent even more patents in

a larger study.

Comparing the patent treatments with another, we find that subjects within a low

noise environment have filed 30% more patents than those in high noise environments.

The Mann-Whitney U Test (Mann & Whitney, 1947) returns a value of 0.249. This

tells us the following: Under the null hypothesis that our treatment has no effect on

the number of patents being filed we expect the observed values to stem from the same

underlying distribution21. However, group averages may nevertheless be very different

between treatments. The test’s result informs us about the likelihood of receiving the
21That is because the conditions between treatments are otherwise equal.
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Table 8: usefulness patents, our measure for the information published by patents;
by session and treatment. “High” and “low” stands for “high noise” and “low noise”,
respectively.

Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 Session 4 Session 5
∑

high no pat 0 (0) 1.8 (3) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1.6 (3) 3.4 (6)
pat 1.26 (3) 9.2 (18) 7.8 (12) 2.1 (4) 13.2 (20) 33.5 (57)

low no pat 0 (0) 0 (0) 0.7 (1) 0 (0) 2.2 (3) 2.9 (4)
pat 12.5 (24) 12.7 (18) 2.4 (6) 9.3 (17) 7.0 (13) 43.9 (78)∑

1.87 (17) 3.47 (31) 1.51 (4) 1.52 (19) 3.44 (31) 83.7 (145)
Note: The first number is our measure usefulness patents, the number in parentheses
displays the number of “useful” patents within the group.

observed or a stronger difference between treatments if observations stem from the same

distribution. We learn that this likelihood is approximately 25%. Taking into account

the small sample size of our study we refrain from rejecting our hypothesis H1 and claim

that we would continue to see less patents in high noise than low noise environments

in a larger study.

All previous analysis does not inform us about the usefulness of the knowledge

that is transmitted through patents. Our design does not enable us to explore the

usefulness of a patent’s information to another group member directly. For a coarse

measure of usefulness we propose the following procedure: We construct a measure

usefulness patents by manually deciding for every patented word whether it contains

any kind of information with respect to a possible topic of the articles and can therefore

be of help to other group members. Is this the case, we set our measure equal to

“one”. Thereby we are able to separate potentially useful patents from arguably zero-

information words like “additionally”, “probably”, “moreover” etc., for which we set our

measure equal to “zero”. Furthermore, we subtract 1
50

(where 50 equals the total rounds

in the experiment) for every round before the patent’s filing. This accounts for the fact

that earlier patents are more valuable. Table 8 displays the sum of usefulness patents

within each group. We find that in high and low noise environments, the patents

that have been filed are on average equally useful (around 0.6 per patent), but that

there is on aggregate substantially less useful information published in the high noise

environment. Additionally, our measure varies significantly within sessions. This is

important to keep in mind when we look at treatment effects in the sections to come.
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4.3 Research in High Noise Environments

As we have seen in Section 4.1, there are several outliers in our data, which we expect

to be independent of our treatments. Since these observations are very influential for

our measures, we will account for their prevalence in what is to follow.

Table 9: Comparison of results in the high noise environment; by session

Session nopat pat

1

points 1654 ≈* 1549
knowledge 349 > 255
orig_know 207 ≈ 205
patents 0 < 5
copied 27 > 8
poor 0 = 0

except. 0 = 0

2

points 2370 ≈ 2539
knowledge 436 ≈ 432
orig_know 313 ≈ 318
patents 3 < 28
copied 15 < 20
poor 0 = 0

except. 0 = 0

3

points 1855 < 2829
knowledge 367 < 449
orig_know 265 < 328
patents 0 < 17
copied 27 > 6
poor 0 = 0

except. 0 = 0

Session nopat pat

4

points 1672 ≈ 1508
knowledge 319 ≈ 325
orig_know 236 > 208
patents 0 < 14
copied 17 > 13
poor 0 = 0

except. 0 = 0

5

points 3513 > 2942
knowledge 384 < 473
orig_know 285 < 341
patents 3 < 24
copied 20 > 3
poor 0 < 1

except. 1 = 1

∑
points 2213 ≈ 2273

knowledge 1484 ≈ 1547
orig_know 261 ≈ 280
patents 6 < 88
copied 106 > 50
poor 0 < 1

except. 1 = 1
*measures are considered as approximately equal if the smaller value is smaller by less than 10%.

In Table 9 we see that the amount of outlying observations is equal between treat-

ments in four out of the five sessions. In the fifth session, each group has an exceptional

performer, but there is only a poor performer in the patent treatment. Consequentially,

the points earned are greater in the no patent treatment; when forming the group av-

erage without the poor performer, we find that the points earned are approximately

similar between treatments. Within the four sessions with equal distribution of out-

liers, the average points earned is approximately equal in three out of the four. With

respect to the knowledge generated, performance is similar within two sessions, twice

greater in the patent treatment and once greater in the no patent treatment. The

same pattern applies to the original knowledge generated. On aggregate, none of the
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three measures of performance is more than 10% greater in one treatment compared to

the other. The above mentioned Mann-Whitney U Test, applied to test the likelihood

of observing these or more extreme differences in group averages between treatments

under the hypothesis that they come from the same underlying distribution, delivers

values of 0.602, 0.602 and 0.465 for points earned, knowledge generated and original

knowledge generated, respectively.

In Figure 11 we display group averages formed with and without poor and excep-

tional subjects. We connect observations from the same session with a line. This allows

us to compare differences between treatments under the same degree of difficulty, both

with and without outlying observations. When considering only group averages formed

without outliers, we find that points earned are approximately equal between treat-

ments in four out of five cases. With respect to the knowledge generated performance

is similar in three sessions, and greater in the patent treatment in two sessions. Look-

ing only at the original knowledge generated, we find a similar pattern, only that now

in one of the formerly similar sessions performance appears to be worse in the patent

treatment.

Finally, evaluating the patent system’s performance in achieving dissemination of

information, we find that through the availability of patents an additional 82 innov-

ations have become public knowledge22, in principal available to every subject. The

associated information underlying them would have otherwise been concealed by noise

and required a significant degree of costly, in our case time-consuming, reverse engin-

eering.

In conclusion, we do not find support for hypothesis H2. Our results do not indicate

that in a high noise environment performance is strictly better in the patent treatment

than in the no patent treatment. In most cases, and in both dimensions, aggregate

performance is approximately similar between treatments. Also, treatment differences

within sessions do not generally point in the same direction.
22Breaking this down further, we find that an additional 740 letters have become public knowledge

through patents.
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(a) Points earned

(b) Knowledge generated (c) Original knowledge generated (no outly-
ing observations)

Figure 11: Group averages in the high noise environment with and without outliers.
The lines connect observations from the same session.

4.4 Research in Low Noise Environments

In the low noise environment, eight out of 40 observations are categorised as outlying

with respect to the points the subjects earned, with four poor and four exceptional per-

formers. Unfortunately, the distribution of outlying observations was different between

treatments in the same session in all but one cases (see Table 10a). This makes it
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Table 10: Comparison of results in the low noise environment; by session

(a) Comparison of results in the low noise environment by session.
*measures are considered as approximately equal if the smaller value is smaller by less than
10%.

Session no pat pat

1

points 2562 ≈* 2484
knowledge 461 < 555
orig_know 300 ≈ 321
patents 0 < 33
copied 19 > 7
poor 0 = 0

except. 0 = 0

2

points 2636 < 3319
knowledge 537 > 401
orig_know 330 > 293
patents 0 < 18
copied 36 > 16
poor 0 < 1

except. 0 < 1

3

points 3296 > 1075
knowledge 524 > 244
orig_know 269 > 182
patents 1 < 19
copied 37 > 11
poor 0 < 2

except. 1 > 0

Session no pat pat

4

points 1974 < 3100
knowledge 447 ≈ 426
orig_know 273 < 324
patents 0 < 26
copied 55 > 5
poor 0 = 0

except. 0 < 1

5

points 3859 > 2105
knowledge 599 > 397
orig_know 349 > 269
patents 3 < 18
copied 43 > 12
poor 0 < 1

except. 1 > 0

∑
points 2865 > 2417

knowledge 513 > 405
orig_know 304 ≈ 278
patents 4 < 114
copied 190 > 51
poor 0 < 4

except. 2 = 2

(b) Comparison of aggregate measures
without poor performers.

no pat pat

∑ points 2865 ≈ 2764
knowledge 495 > 427
orig_know 285 ≈ 286

significantly more difficult to compare treatment effects within sessions. From look-

ing at aggregate performance we get the impression that the profitability of research is

greater in the no patent treatment. However, it is important to note that all four poor

performers appear in the patent treatment. Both treatments have two exceptional per-

formers, respectively. The Mann-Whitney U test nevertheless returns very high values

for points earned and original knowledge generated (0.753 and 0.402, respectively). For

knowledge generated (0.076) it returns a rather low value, indicating that there may be
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treatment differences in this dimension.23

(a) Points earned

(b) Knowledge generated (c) Original knowledge generated

Figure 12: Group averages in the low noise environment with and without outliers.
The lines connect observations from the same session.

When excluding poor and exceptional performers, we find that performance between

treatments is similar with respect to the points earned and the amount of original

knowledge generated. For all knowledge generated performance is better in the no

patent treatment (see Table 10b). However, the categorisation of subjects as poor
23Through the exclusion of outliers, the result from the Mann-Whitney U test for knowledge gener-

ated increases to a value of 0.251.
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performers is not as straight forward as in the high noise environment. Although all

four observations fall below the 35% of the average points earned, they are grouped

closely together and their distance from the “regular” observations is small (see Figure

7a). It is therefore unclear whether their appearance in the patent treatment should

be attributed to a random process by which poor performers are distributed between

treatments, or rather a treatment effect.

In Figure 12 we display treatment effects by session as we have done in the previous

section. We observe that, similar to the pattern in the high noise environment (see

Figure 11), there are large differences with respect to the points earned between groups

in the same session. Again, however, these differences in group averages disappear when

we remove outlying observations. Now, group averages are approximately equal in four

out of five sessions and significantly greater in the no patent treatment in one session.

With respect to (original) knowledge generated, treatment differences within sessions

are very large and do not disappear through the exclusion of outliers. Knowledge

generated is once approximately similar, once smaller and three times greater in the no

patent treatment. Restricting our attention to only the original knowledge generated,

including all outliers, we find that it is twice smaller, and three times greater in the

no patent treatment. By excluding outlying observations, one of the negative effects

becomes a positive effect.

We conclude that our results reported in this section do not offer any evidence

against hypothesis H3, claiming that performance is equal between treatments in a low

noise environment. The within-session difference of all performance measures, however,

is substantially higher in comparison to the high noise environment24. We do find that

subjects spend more time observing and reverse engineering others’ exploitations25

in the no patent treatment. This, however, does not affect the other dimensions of

performance. In both treatments subjects find similarly many original innovations and

earn similar amounts of points. The availability of patents does not seem to boost

innovativeness.
24A possible explanation is that the increased availability of valuable information through less noisy

signals increases the influence of individual ability on the group’s performance.
25This relationship will be revisited in Section 5.3.
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5 Explorative Analysis

The results reported in the previous section do not indicate an effect of patents on

innovation behaviour. This may be due to the fact that they indeed do not influence

researching behaviour, or that we were unable to isolate and capture their effect with our

experiment. In this section, we break our design down into testable micro-hypotheses

in order to investigate whether our subjects react to our task as we expect them to do.

Our micro-hypotheses (MH) are:

1. Subjects benefit from the information they gain from previous research.

2. Subjects reverse engineer and copy other subjects’ unpatented exploitations.

3. Subjects benefit from the information they gain from other subjects’ exploitations.

4. The rate of exhausted innovation opportunities increases in the length of the

innovations.

5. Subjects patent (most) words with a Basevalue above a certain threshold.

6. Subjects use patents strategically to protect their valuable innovations.

7. Subjects regularly observe other group members’ exploitations.

8. Regular observation of other group members’ exploitations has a positive effect

on performance.

5.1 Research

In order to test whether subjects benefit from previous research, we examine the devel-

opment of the average Basevalue of successful research. In Figure 13 we find a positive

relationship between the Basevalue and the number of periods that have already passed.

Also, on average, subjects research more valuable ideas in later periods: The share of

successful research decreases steadily, but the sum of all Basevalues within a period

remains more or less the same. We find more support for our conjecture by observing

the average length of researched strings. It increases from around 6 in the first round of

the experiment to about 8.5 after 20 rounds and remains more or less steady thereafter
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(see Figure 18 in the appendix). We interpret this as basic research facilitating more

sophisticated research in later periods. We conclude that we find indication for MH 1.

(a) High noise - no patent treatment (b) High noise - patent treatment

(c) Low noise - no patent treatment (d) Low noise - patent treatment

Figure 13: Average Basevalue of successful research; by period and treatment

We hypothesise that subjects reverse engineer their group members’ unprotected

exploitations. Moreover, we expect that they do this more often for longer and more

valuable innovations. To explore this conjecture we take a look at all unprotected

innovations available for copying. Long words appear to be more often protected by

patents (compare Figure 14a to Figure 4). Figure 14b depicts the share of all copyable

words being copied at least once. The patterns we observe give support for our MH

2: Subjects appear to reverse engineer a significant share of unprotected words, which

increases in the length of the words. Additionally, we once more find indication that

high noise signals are useful and can be reverse engineered, albeit to a significantly

smaller extent than low noise signals.
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(a) Unprotected innovations in high (blue) and low (red) noise environments, by length
of the innovation

(b) Share of unprotected innovations actually copied in high (blue) and low (red) noise
environments, by length of the innovation

Figure 14: Unprotected innovations and share of innovations copied in different noise
environments, by length of the innovation

Subjects are supposed to not only benefit from others’ exploitations through the

possibility to copy them. Furthermore, they provide valuable information about the

object of research (here, the topic of the articles). In the high noise environment, we

claim that the value of the information transmitted by patents is significantly higher

than the value of information from “normal” exploitations. Hence, the amount and

quality of discoveries made (measured by the original knowledge generated) should

usually be greater in the patent treatment26. However, already in Figure 11c we saw

that this is not the case. In only two out of five sessions the measure is greater in

the patent treatment. In the remaining three sessions it is two times approximately

equal between treatments and once lower in the patent treatment.27 We conclude
26This relies on the additional hypothesis that a significant amount of patents is being filed in the

high noise - pat treatment. In Table 7 we saw that this is usually the case.
27It may be possible to explain this relationship through the measure usefulness patents, reported

in Table 8: In both treatments in which the original knowledge was greater in the patent treatment,
this measure was significantly larger in the patent treatment. In the session with worse performance
in the patent treatment and one of the equal performance sessions, the measure was relatively similar.
In the second equal performance session, however, usefulness patents was also relatively larger in the
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that we do not find evidence for MH 3, but suspect that this is a secondary design

issue: the usefulness of the information transmitted by patents is much smaller than

we have expected. We sustain the hypothesis that subjects would benefit from their

group members’ exploitations if the amount of valuable information to be inferred was

greater.

The real-world observation of constant introduction of new products and services

tells us that the scope for new innovations is enormous. However, it is impossible to

determine how much of the innovative potential has already been exhausted at any

given point in time. In our experiment, we control the amount of available innovations

(see Figure 15a) and are therefore able to observe how much of the innovative potential

is being exhausted. We expect the rate of exhaustion to increase in the length of

the innovations. Due to our payoff structure, long innovations are significantly more

profitable and should therefore be pursued and eventually found by subjects aiming

to earn a large payout. From Figure 15b we learn that this is generally not the case.

Subjects in our experiment find a large share of the short innovations, while the potential

for long innovations is hardly exhausted. Also, already in Table 4a we saw that subject

research only relatively few long words. As a possible explanation, we suggest that

subjects may have not been aware of their potential earnings from long innovations. In

conclusion, we do not find evidence to sustain MH 4.

5.2 Exploitation

Subjects need to exploit their successfully researched innovations in order to earn points

from them. They can choose between “normal” exploitation, public exploitation28 or an

exploitation with a patent application. We find that 74% of all exploitations (including

repeated exploitation of the same word) are “normal” and 8% are public exploitations,

with only 18% being protected by patents. Table 11 reports how these values vary

between treatments. We find that the share of exploitations being protected in the

no patent treatments is significantly smaller than in the patent treatments, but still

patent treatment.
28We include the possibility of public exploitation in order to isolate the motive of what we call “co-

operative patenting” from other motivations to patent. “Cooperative patenting”, in our understanding,
is executed in order to demonstrate to other subjects which words are valuable.
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(a) Average amount of available innovations of different length, including zoomed in area
for long innovations

(b) Average rate of exhaustion for innovations of different length, including zoomed in area
for long innovations

Figure 15: Average amount of available innovations and the rate of exhaustion; by
length of the innovation

notably above zero (3%). Within the patent treatments, a little bit over one third of

all exploitations are protected by patents.

We expect subjects to use patents strategically in order to protect their valuable

innovations. This implies that they patent innovations with a Basevalue below a certain

threshold significantly less often than innovations with higher Basevalues. Figure 16a

indicates that there is no such clear threshold value, contradicting MH 5. Words with a

Lengthvalue of 10 or less account for approximately a third of all patents, but yield only

15 points (equal to the patent cost) or less in the first round of exploitation. The cost of

Table 11: Share of modes of exploitation between treatments. The absolute number of
exploitations was approximately equal in all treatments.

normal public patent

high noise no pat 88% 9% 3%
pat 66% 6% 38%

low noise no pat 89% 8% 3%
pat 52% 10% 38%
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(a) Number of patents being filed in high (blue) and low (red) noise environments, by
Lengthvalue

(b) Share of innovations being patented under high (blue) and low (red) noise environ-
ments, by Lengthvalue

Figure 16: Relationship between patents and the Lengthvalue in the patent treatments

patenting therefore consumes much of the revenue to be expected from the exploitation

of such short words over multiple rounds. Considering the vast availability of short

words, we conclude that filing a patent was rarely optimal with respect to a subject’s

profit. On the other hand, we learn from Figure 16b that the share of innovations

being patented increases in the words’ Lengthvalue. Another simple test shows that the

average Basevalue of patented innovations (about 40) is more than twice as high than

the average Basevalue of unprotected innovations (about 18). We conclude that, as

hypothesised in MH 6, subjects do at least partially use patents strategically to protect

valuable innovations.

On the other hand, the large number of patents for short innovations, especially

in the high noise environment, indicates that other, non-strategic motives may have

played a role as well: Subjects may have wanted to file patents to “own” innovations

or to demonstrate their success to others. These not immediately pecuniary motives,

however, may play a crucial role for a researcher’s motivation to innovate and patent,

especially when the researcher is only indirectly motivated by the commercial success
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of her innovations. In a larger study we should try to separate different motives for the

decision to patent. In addition to the decision being driven by pecuniary motives, we

expect esteem and achievement to play a significant role.

5.3 Observing Others’ Exploitations

One of the most important mechanisms of our design is that subjects observe their

group members’ exploitations. We argue that they do this, because it supplies them

with information about the object of research (here, the topic of the articles) and allows

them to copy valuable, unprotected innovations from their group members. The first-

mentioned benefit we explicitly describe in the instructions, the second is described

indirectly when we explain how innovations can be protected against copies by others.

The post-experimental questionnaire provides some evidence for our hypothesis: All

but two of our 80 subjects stated that they observed others’ exploitations at least once

during the experiment. One third of our subjects observed them at least in half of the

rounds. This supports MH 7, but to a smaller extent than we would have expected. We

suspect that subjects were either too busy with the other sub-tasks or did not perceive

the observation of others’ exploitations as very profitable, or both.

From our hypothesis that signals from group members’ exploitations transmit valu-

able information, we deduce that regular observation of others’ exploitations should

have a positive effect on performance (MH 8). To test this, we use the number of

rounds in which one has observed others’ exploitations. This measure, however, is an

estimated self-report from each subject and therefore very weak. Figure 17 depicts the

relationship between it and all measures of performance. We observe a lot of variation

and seem to find treatment effects: Subjects in low noise environment report to observe

others’ exploitations more often (on average 26 times) than those in the high noise en-

vironment (on average 17 times). There appears to neither be a connection between

the frequency of observation and the points earned, nor between it and the original

knowledge generated. For knowledge generated, however, we find indication for a slight

positive relationship. We propose the following explanation for these patterns: Sub-

jects observing others’ exploitations more frequently on average copy more innovations,

resulting in a positive correlation with knowledge generated. However, they do not
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(a) Points earned

(b) Knowledge generated (c) Original knowledge generated

Figure 17: Number of times a subject reports to have looked at other subjects’ signals
and its relationship to the measures of performance. For the legend, see Figure (c).

immediately profit from copying in terms of the points earned, potentially because the

depreciation of the Value is too high. Additionally, the observation of signals does not

boost the original knowledge generated, which we take as indication for the transmitted

information not helping to gain a better understanding of the topic of the articles. We

conclude that we find only partial support for MH 8, because regular observation of

others’ exploitations has a positive effect only in the domain of knowledge generated.

5.4 Suggestions for Improvement

All micro-hypotheses describe crucial mechanisms of our design, which we require to be

working for a real test of our main hypotheses from Section 3.5. The fact that we did

not find support for some of them may partially explain why we were not able to present

clear effects in Section 4. This requires us to make adjustments to the design for a larger

study. In the following few paragraphs we will present suggestions for improvement.

There was a significant number of subjects who performed very poorly in our ex-

periment. This could be due to a lack in the presupposed good conduct of the German
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language. We find that two of the three worst performers were not born in Germany

and therefore propose a language test at the beginning of the experiment like in Brügge-

mann et al. (2016)29. This allows us to exclude subjects performing significantly worse

than the rest and to obtain a proxy measure for individual ability.

We find fewer outlying observations for our knowledge measures than for the points

earned, indicating that the reason for some of the poor performances lies within the

exploitation sub-task. Our rationale for this sub-task is to allow subjects to choose

between a “normal” exploitation and a patent application after they find out the in-

novation’s Basevalue. It is not our intention to additionally burden subjects with the

choice of the most valuable innovations, which we argue is hardly related to the re-

search task we study. Additionally, subjects seem to act under time pressure and at

least partially neglect the other sub-tasks in favour of the exploitation task. Its par-

tial automation may make subjects spend more time on the more insightful research

and observation of others tasks. To achieve this, we propose that in addition to re-

searching an innovation, subjects already decide how to exploit the word in the research

task. Thereafter, an algorithm instead of the participant picks the three most valuable

innovations available.30

We suspect that there is much variation in how the subjects dedicate their time to

the different sub-tasks. We do not find this problematic in the first place, but conjecture

that some subjects suboptimally focus on one or two tasks, neglecting the other(s). It

would be possible to fix the time dedicated to each sub-task between subjects by not

displaying all relevant areas at the same time, but rather in succession.

Both of the above mentioned tweaks to the design remove the undesired effect of an

innovation being protected for the first two rounds of exploitation31. This mechanism

weakens the incentive to copy an innovation. Additionally, it thereby also indirectly
29Their language test was borrowed from Kirchkamp & Reiß (2011) and required participants to

find the correct words or forms to complete sentences in a German text.
30This involves some degree of uncertainty, because the algorithm is arguably more ignorant of

other group members’ valuable words than the subject herself. It may therefore sometimes choose a
suboptimal word which the subject would not choose, because she expects it to also be exploited by
other group members. Nevertheless, we expect the algorithm to generate on average more points than
the subjects and value the spare time it generates for the performance of the other tasks above this
uncertainty.

31This happens because even if a subject observes another’s exploitation without noise, she needs to
first research it in the current period (in which the innovator can exploit the word once more) before
she can choose to exploit it in the next round.
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weakens the incentive to patent innovations in the first place. Greater incentives to

patent, however, would supposedly lead to more patents being filed, more useful in-

formation transmitted, and, potentially, to differences between patent and no patent

treatments.

We have described that subjects make a lot of mediocre innovations, even though

the payoff structure grants them only relatively few points for their exploitation. We

propose that subjects are unaware of their earning possibilities as a reason for this

observation. Since subjects do not receive information about average payoffs or other

subjects’ scores, they do not discover that another strategy may yield a substantially

greater payout. To avoid this, the instructions could be extended by examples demon-

strating the expected payouts from different strategies.

Another possibility, boasting with additional benefits, would be to change the logic

behind the conversion of points to payout to a tournament mode. In this scenario,

subjects would receive a share from a payoff pie according to their relative performance

within the group. We argue that this represents incentives of real-world researchers

more realistically. Additionally, it boosts the importance of the observation of others

task and we suspect it to result in more patents being filed and words copied. On a

more practical note, this mode of compensation would give us greater control over the

minimum and average payouts our subjects receive.

6 Conclusion

The goal of the project presented in this thesis is to explore the effect of patents on

innovation and research behaviour. In contrast to most existing theoretical and exper-

imental studies in the field, we do not study the effect of patents on the decision to

invest into R&D. Rather, we are interested in patents’ effect on the creative process of

research and innovation.

We chose a laboratory experiment as our method to investigate our research ques-

tion. The advantage of this method over the analysis of naturally occurring data is that

it allows us to create counterfactual scenarios. We are able to vary the availability of a

patent system and the excludability of knowledge under otherwise equal conditions.
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Our project adds to a small literature in innovation research. Studies in this field use

real effort tasks in laboratory experiments to test the influence of different policies on

stylised innovation behaviour. Our contribution to it is twofold: First, we introduce the

possibility to keep the knowledge underlying an innovation secret and vary the extent

to which this is possible. Related studies have implicitly assumed that knowledge is

non-excludable and available to all competitors free of cost. Second, we present a new

task mimicking research in the laboratory. It shares many properties with real research

behaviour, while retaining a lot of control in the hands of the experimenters. We claim

that this balance between realism and control makes it a suitable task to further explore

the effects of patents, and potentially other policies, on innovation behaviour.

With respect to our three hypotheses we found the following results:

H1 We expected that the amount of patents being filed by subjects in our

experiment would be larger in low noise environments than in high noise

environments32. In low noise environments subjects need patents to protect

their innovations. In contrast, they are usually already protected by noise

in high noise environments. This implies that we expect to observe more

patents when their informational value is lower. The observed difference in

the aggregate amount of patents being filed constitutes tentative evidence

for this hypothesis. However, the difference is not statistically significant.

We attribute this fact to the small size of our sample and expect to also

find substantial differences between environments in a larger study.

H2 In environments in which knowledge is usually excludable we hypothesised

that the availability of patents would positively influence performance. This

follows from the consideration that patents publish knowledge which would

otherwise be available only to the innovator. This knowledge, however, is

non-rivalrous and allows other researchers to infer useful information about

the object of research. We do not find conclusive evidence for this hypo-

thesis. Aggregate performance in both dimensions is similar in the patent

and the no patent treatments. We suspect that generally too little useful
32In high noise environments knowledge is usually excludable, while it is hardly excludable in low

noise environments
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knowledge was published through patents. Thereby, subjects were hardly

able to make useful and valuable inferences from other subjects’ exploita-

tions.

H3 In environments in which knowledge is generally non-excludable we conjec-

tured that performance would be independent of the availability of patents.

Here, patents do not possess much informational value. Already “normal”,

non-patented exploitations generally transmit the knowledge underlying an

innovation. Due to this non-excludability, we expected subjects to infer

more useful information from others’ exploitations and generally perform

better than in the high noise environment. We find indication for this in

the points earned. Although subjects in low noise environments seem to

observe their group members’ exploitations and copy the most valuable un-

protected innovations, we cannot say whether they make useful inferences

about the object of research: subjects do not produce more original innov-

ations, neither in comparison to the high noise environment, nor between

patent and no patent treatment.

Comparing patent and no patent treatment in the low noise environment,

we find that the absence of patents results in a lot more innovations being

copied. However, this neither has a positive effect on the points earned,

nor leads to more original innovations being found. In summary, we find

indication for our hypothesis in only two of our three measures of per-

formance. Moreover, the substantially higher prevalence of copies in the

no patent treatment indicates that subjects did behave differently between

treatments.

With the current design described in Section 3 of this thesis we are therefore neither

able to establish an effect of patents on innovativeness, nor did we find clear support

for or against our three hypotheses. In Section 5 we identified several design issues.

We described that the amount of valuable information published through patents was

generally smaller than we would have liked it to be and that subjects have either not

benefited from or neglected the observation of others’ exploitations. Additionally, we
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find that the complexity of the task has led at least some subjects to forfeit profit by

suboptimally focusing on one or two sub-tasks. However, we are optimistic about the

ability of a design improved by the suggestions in Section 5.4 to fix many design issues

and strengthen the mechanisms laid out at the beginning of Section 5.

We are convinced that a more comprehensive study applying our design, improved

by our own suggestions, would expand our understanding of behavioural responses to

patents. It would address shortcomings of earlier studies and allows to explore the effect

of patents in environments in which knowledge is excludable and such in which it is not.

This thesis gave a comprehensive overview on this experimental design and described

the results and problems identified through several test sessions. We very much hope

that a larger study will be undertaken soon and express great curiosity about its results.
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Appendix

Table 12: Linear regression of “mentioned related” on the points earned.

points earned
“mentioned related” 1064.7***

(288.9)
R2 0.12

Observations 80
Notes: Standard errors, clustered by group (20 clusters), in parentheses.
***Significant at the 1% level

Figure 18: Average length of researched words in all treatments; by period.
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Instructions, Part 1:
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Instructions, Part 2 (commented):

Instructions were given in German. Italic text constitutes a loose English translation

of the German text on the screen.
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